SUMMARY In order to overcome the drawback of TVQI and to utilize the property of dimensionality increasing techniques, a novel model for Kernel TV-based Quotient Image employing Gabor analysis is proposed and applied to face recognition with only one sample per subject. To deal with illumination outliers, an enhanced TV-based quotient image (ETVQI) model is first adopted. Then for preprocessed images by ETVQI, a bank of Gabor filters is built to extract features at specified scales and orientations. Lastly, KPCA is introduced to extract final high-order and nonlinear features of extracted Gabor features. According to experiments on the CAS-PEAL face database, our model could outperform Gabor-based KPCA, TVQI and Gabor-based TVQI when they face most outliers (illumination, expression, masking etc.).
Introduction
Illumination is still an important outlier that impacts the performance of recognition algorithms. In order to extract illumination invariant features, the Total Variation (TV) model based on solving nonlinear partial-differential equations (PDE's) is employed by minimizing the total variation of the output cartoon while subject to some norm fidelity term [1] , [2] . Chen proposed the TV-based Quotient Image (TVQI) model [1] and Logarithmic Total Variation (LTV) model [3] employing TV-L1 model [2] . Chen confirmed that TVQI and LTV are essentially the same and could outperform most illumination adjustment models [3] . The operation in the Log domain changes the contrast of image and the textured information. So when the intensity of illumination is largely varied, the performance of LTV will be impacted. So only TVQI model is considered and compared here.
From another point of view, information preserved in a face preprocessed by TVQI is limited and not enough to allow face recognition with a large scale face database that contains more than one thousand subjects. Table 1 illustrates some examples of original images and images preprocessed by TVQI. It should be noticed that the information preserved in images preprocessed by TVQI is very limited. Face images preprocessed by TVQI may achieve good performance if restricted to small scale databases. If TVQI is applied on a large scale face database that contains more than one thousands subjects, the limited information preserved in extracted face images will impact the recognition Since u is the large-scale background intensity of the input x, dividing x by u gives an illumination normalized sample, where small-scale signals are uniformly highlighted [1]. In our model, the Quotient Image method [1] is preserved and used to normalize the face sample as:
From another point of view, we have analysis the drawback of TVQI [1] that the information preserved in the extracted face images yi is limited and this drawback may block the usage of TVQI in face recognition on a large scale face database. So some feature fusion methods are introduced into our method as:
where (+) is a fusion operator, ƒ¿ and ƒÀ are two fusion factors.
Here we just choose a simple fusion method: (+) is chosen as a plus operator and ƒ¿=ƒÀ=0.5. Fig. 1 Original face images without cropping, from left to right they are samples of two subjects extracted from the Normal, Accessory, Aging, Background, Distance, Expression and Lighting subset respectively. Table 2 The Top-1/Top-10 accuracy recognition rates (%) of various approaches. 
